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Abstract
This paper presents Soot, a framework for optimizing Java bytecode. The framework is implemented in Java and supports three intermediate representations for representing Java bytecode: Baf,
a streamlined representation of bytecode which is
simple to manipulate; Jimple, a typed 3-address intermediate representation suitable for optimization;
and Grimp, an aggregated version of Jimple suitable for decompilation. We describe the motivation for each representation, and the salient points
in translating from one representation to another.
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the
framework, we have implemented intraprocedural
and whole program optimizations. To show that
whole program bytecode optimization can give performance improvements, we provide experimental results for 12 large benchmarks, including 8
SPECjvm98 benchmarks running on JDK 1.2 for
GNU/Linux . These results show up to 8% improvement when the optimized bytecode is run using the interpreter and up to 21% when run using
the JIT compiler.
1 Introduction
Java provides many attractive features such as platform independence, execution safety, garbage collection and object orientation. These features facilitate application development but are expensive to
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support; applications written in Java are often much
slower than their counterparts written in C or C++.
To use these features without having to pay a great
performance penalty, sophisticated optimizations
and runtime systems are required. Using a Just-InTime compiler[1], or a Way-Ahead-Of-Time Java
compiler[21] [20], to convert the bytecodes to native instructions is the most often used method for
improving performance. There are other types of
optimizations, however, which can have a substantial impact on performance:
Optimizing the bytecode directly: Some bytecode instructions are much more expensive
than others. For example, loading a local variable onto the stack is inexpensive; but virtual
methods calls, interface calls, object allocations, and catching exceptions are all expensive. Traditional C-like optimizations, such
as copy propagation, have little effect because
they do not target the expensive bytecodes. To
perform effective optimizations at this level,
one must consider more advanced optimizations such as method inlining, and static virtual method call resolution, which directly reduce the use of these expensive bytecodes.
Annotating the bytecode: Java’s execution
safety feature guarantees that all potentially illegal memory accesses are checked for safety
before execution. In some situations it can
be determined at compile-time that particular
checks are unnecessary. For example, many
array bound checks can be determined to be
completely unnecessary[14]. Unfortunately,
after having determined the safety of some ar-

ray accesses, we can not eliminate the bounds
checks directly from the bytecode, because
they are implicit in the array access bytecodes
and can not be separated out. But if we can
communicate the safety of these instructions
to the Java Virtual Machine by some annotation mechansim, then the Java Virtual Machine could speed up the execution by not performing these redundant checks.
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The goal of our work is to develop tools that
simplify the task of optimizing Java bytecode, and
to demonstrate that significant optimization can be
achieved using these tools. Thus, we have developed the Soot[24] framework which provides a set
of intermediate representations and a set of Java
APIs for optimizing Java bytecode directly. The
optimized bytecode can be executed using any standard Java Virtual Machine (JVM) implementation,
or it could be used as the input to a bytecode C or
bytecode native-code compiler.
Based on the Soot framework we have implemented both intraprocedural optimizations and
whole program optimizations. The framework has
also been designed so that we will be able to add
support for the annotation of Java bytecode. We
have applied our tool to a substantial number of
large benchmarks, and the best combination of optimizations implemented so far can yield a speed
up reaching 21%.
In summary, our contributions in this paper are:
(1) three intermediate representations which provide a general-purpose framework for bytecode optimizations, and (2) a comprehensive set of results
obtained by applying intraprocedural and whole
program optimizations to a set of real Java applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives an overview of the framework. Section 3 describes the three intermediate representations used, in detail. Section 4 describes the steps
required to transform bytecode from one intermediate representation to another. Section 5 describes
the current optimizations present in the Soot framework. Section 6 presents and discusses our experimental results. Section 7 covers the conclusions
and related work.
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Figure 1: The Soot Optimization Framework consists of three intermediate representations: Baf,
Jimple and Grimp.
2 Framework Overview
The Soot framework has been designed to simplify the process of developing new optimizations
for Java bytecode. To do this we have developed
three intermediate representations: Baf, a streamlined representation of bytecode which is simple
to manipulate; Jimple, a typed 3-address intermediate representation suitable for optimization; and
Grimp, an aggregated version of Jimple suitable for
decompilation. Section 3 gives more detailed descriptions of each intermediate representation.
Optimizing Java bytecode in Soot consists of
transforming Java bytecode subsequently to Baf,
Jimple, Grimp, back to Baf, and then to bytecode,
and while in each representation, performing some
appropriate optimization (see figure 1.)
3 Intermediate Representations
Baf, Jimple, and Grimp are three unstructured representations for Java bytecode. They were developed to allow optimizations and analyses to be performed on Java bytecode at the most appropriate
level. Each representation is discussed in more de-

tail below, and figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 provide an example program in each form.
3.1 Baf
Motivation

Although the primary goal of the Soot framework
is to avoid having to deal with bytecode as stack
code, it is still sometimes necessary to analyze or
optimize bytecode in this form. We use it in two
ways. First, in order to produce Jimple code, it is
necessary to perform abstract interpretation on the
stack. Second, before producing new bytecode, it
is convenient to perform some peephole optimizations and stack manipulations to eliminate redundant load/stores. These analyses and transformations could be performed on Java bytecode directly,
but this is tedious for two reasons: encoding issues,
and untyped bytecodes.
One of the many encoding issues to deal with is
the constant pool. Bytecode instructions must refer to indices in this pool in order to access fields,
methods, classes, and constants, and this constant
pool must be tediously maintained. Baf abstracts
away the constant pool, and thus it is easier to manipulate Baf code.
Another problem with Java bytecode is the presence of untyped bytecodes. A large proportion of
the bytecodes are fully typed, in the sense that their
effect on the stack is made explicit by the opcode.
For example, the iload instruction indicates that
an integer is loaded on to the stack. A few instructions, however, have been left untyped. Two examples are dup and swap. In order to determine
their exact effect one must already know what types
are on the stack, and thus typed stack interpretation
must be performed. This step can be avoided by using Baf because each Baf instruction has an explicit
type.
Description

Baf is a bytecode representation which is stack
based, but without the complications that are
present in Java bytecode. Baf consists of a set of orthogonal instructions which are fully typed to simplify analyses and transformations. We have also
developed an assembler format for Baf to allow
easy modifications to class files in this form. An
example of a Baf program is given in figure 3. Note

that the local variables are given explicit names,
and that there are some identity instructions at the
beginning of the method to mark the local variables
with pre-defined meanings, such as this.
3.2 Jimple
Motivation

Optimizing stack code directly is awkward for multiple reasons, even if the code is in a streamlined
form such as Baf. First, the stack implicitly participates in every computation; there are effectively
two types of variables, the implicit stack variables
and explicit local variables. Second, the expressions are not explicit, and must be located on the
stack[30]. For example, a simple instruction such
as and can have its operands separated by an arbitrary number of stack instructions, and even by
basic block boundaries. Another difficulty is the
untyped nature of the stack and of the local variables in the bytecode, as this confuses some analyses which expect explicitly typed variables. A
fourth problem is the jsr contained in the bytecode instruction set. The jsr bytecode is difficult
to handle because it is essentially a interprocedural feature which is inserted into a traditionally intraprocedural context.
Description

Jimple is a 3-address code representation of bytecode, which is typed and does not include the 3address code equivalent of a jsr (jsr instructions
are allowed in the input bytecode, and are eliminated in the generated Jimple code). It is an ideal
form for performing optimizations and analyses,
both traditional optimizations such as copy propagation and more advanced optimizations such as
virtual method resolution that object-oriented languages such as Java require. Essentially, the stack
has been eliminated and replaced by additional local variables. Additionally, the typed nature of the
bytecode and the untyped nature of the local and
stack area variables have been reversed; the operators in Jimple are untyped, but the local variables are given explicit primitive, class, or interface types. And finally the jsr bytecode has been
eliminated by subroutine replication, a technique
which causes in practice very little code growth,
but greatly simplifies analyses and transformations.

public int stepPoly(int x)
{
if(x < 0)
{
System.out.println("foo");
return -1;
}
else if(x <= 5)
return x * x;
else
return x * 5 + 16;
}

public int ’stepPoly’(int)
{
Test r0;
int i0, $i1, $i2, $i3;
java.io.PrintStream $r1;
r0 := @this;
i0 := @parameter0;
if i0 >= 0 goto label0;
$r1 = java.lang.System.out;
$r1.println("foo");
return -1;
label0:
if i0 > 5 goto label1;

Figure 2: stepPoly in its original Java form.

$i1 = i0 * i0;
return $i1;

}

public int ’stepPoly’(int)
{
word r0, i0
r0 := @this
i0 := @parameter0
load.i i0
ifge label0
staticget java.lang.System.out
push "foo"
virtualinvoke println
push -1
return.i
label0:
load.i i0
push 5
ifcmpgt.i label1
load.i i0
load.i i0
mul.i
return.i

}

Figure 4: stepPoly in Jimple form. Dollar
signs indicate local variables representing stack positions.

public int stepPoly(int)
{
Test r0;
int i0;
r0 := @this;
i0 := @parameter0;
if i0 >= 0 goto label0;
java.lang.System.out.println("foo");
return -1;

label1:
load.i i0
push 5
mul.i
push 16
add.i
return.i

label0:
if i0 > 5 goto label1;
return i0 * i0;

}

Figure 3: stepPoly in Baf form.

label1:
$i2 = i0 * 5;
$i3 = $i2 + 16;
return $i3;

label1:
return i0 * 5 + 16;

Figure 5: stepPoly in Grimp form.

Figure 4 shows the Jimple code generated for the
example program. Note that all local variables are
given explicit types, and that variables representing
stack positions are prefixed with $.

3.3 Grimp
Motivation

One of the common problems in dealing with intermediate representations is that they are difficult
to read because they do not resemble structured
languages. In general, they contain many goto’s
and expressions are extremely fragmented. Another problem is that despite its simple form, for
some analyses, 3-address code is sometimes harder
to deal with than complex structures. For example,
we found that generating good stack code was simpler when large expressions were available.

Description

Grimp is an unstructured representation of Java
bytecode which allows trees to be constructed
for expressions as opposed to the flat expressions
present in Jimple. In general, it is much easier to
read than Baf or Jimple, and for code generation,
especially when the target is stack code, it is a
much better source representation. It also has
a representation for the new operator in Java
which combines the new bytecode instruction
with the invokespecial bytecode instruction. Essentially, Grimp looks like a partially
decompiled Java code and we are also using
Grimp as the foundation for a decompiler. Figure
5 gives the example program in Grimp format.
Note that the Grimp code is extremely similar to
the original Java code, and that the statements
$i2 = i0 * 5; $i3 = $i2 + 16; return $i3; have been collapsed down to
return i0 * 5 + 16.

4 Transformations
This section describes the steps necessary to transform Java bytecode from one intermediate representation to another (including to and from the native Java bytecode representation.)

4.1 bytecode

Baf

Most of the bytecodes correspond directly to equivalent Baf instructions. The only difficulty lies
in giving types to the dup and swap instructions, which is required because Baf is fully typed.
This can always be performed because the Java
Virtual Machine guarantees that the types on the
stack at every program point can be determined
statically[18]. This is done by performing a simple stack simulation.
4.2 Baf

Jimple

Producing Jimple code from Baf is a multistep operation:
1. Produce naive 3-address code: Map every
stack variable to a local variable, by determining the stack height at every instruction. Then
map each instruction which acts implicitly on
the stack variables to a 3-address code statement which refers to the local variables explicitly. This is a standard technique and is
covered in detail in [21] and [20].
2. Type the local variables: The resulting Jimple code may be untypable because a local
variable may be used with two different types
in different contexts. So the next step is to
split the uses and definitions of local variables
according to webs[19]. This produces, in almost all cases, Jimple code whose local variables can be given a primitive, class, or interface type. To do this, we invoke an algorithm described in [12]. The complete solution to this typing problem is non-trivial as it
is NP-complete, but in practice heuristics suffice. Although splitting the local variables in
this step produces many local variables, the resulting Jimple code tends to be easier to analyze because it inherits some of the disambiguation benefits of SSA[8].
3. Clean up the code: Now that the Jimple
code is typed, it remains to be compacted
because step 1 produces extremely verbose
code[21] [20]. Although constant propagation, copy propagation, and even back copy
propagation[23] are suggested techniques to
be used at this point, we have found that
simple aggregation (collapsing single def/use

pairs) to be sufficient to eliminate almost all
redundant stack variables.
4.3 Jimple

Grimp

Producing Grimp code from Jimple is straightforward given that Grimp is essentially Jimple with
arbitrarily nested expressions instead of references
to locals.
1. Aggregate expressions: for every single
def/use pair, attempt to move the right hand
side of the definition into the use. Currently
we only consider def-use pairs which reside
in the same extended basic block, but our results indicate that almost all pairs are caught.
Some care must be taken to guard against violating data dependencies or producing side effects when moving the right hand side of the
definition.
2. Fold constructors: pairs consisting of new
and specialinvoke are collapsed into one
Grimp expression called newinvoke.
3. Aggregate expressions: folding the constructors usually exposes additional aggregation
opportunities. These are taken advantage of
in this second aggregation step.
The Grimp code generated by these three steps
is extremely similar to the original Java source
code; almost all introduced stack variables have
been eliminated. Statements from Java which have
multiple local variable definitions, however, cannot
be represented as compactly, and this complicates
Baf code generation. An example is given below.
a[j++] = j
Java code

4.4 Grimp

$stack = j;
j = j + 1;
r1[$stack] = j;
Grimp code

Baf

Generating Baf code from Grimp is straightforward because Grimp consists of tree statements and
Baf is a stack-based representation. Standard code
generation techniques for stack machines are used
here[2].
The code generated in some cases by this tree
traversal is inefficient compared to the original Java
bytecode. This usually occurs when the original

Java source contained compact C-like constructs
such as in the example above. This inefficiency
may have a significant impact on the program execution time if it occurs in loops. We delegate the
optimization of these cases to the next transformation.
4.5 Baf

bytecode

Producing bytecode from Baf requires 4 steps:
1. Pack local variables: the local variables produced from Grimp assumed that they had to be
typed as in Jimple. Baf has however only two
types (word, dword) and so many less variables can actually be used by making some
variables with different types share the same
name. To rename these local variables, we use
a simple register allocation scheme based on
interference graphs[19].
2. Optimize load/stores: the Baf code produced
from Grimp may have some redundant load
and stores. These come from bytecode which
originate from Java statements which have
multiple local variable definitions, as in the
previous example.
3. Compute maximum stack height: the Java Virtual Machine requires that the maximum stack
height for each method be given. This can be
computed by performing a simple depth first
traversal of the Baf code.
4. Produce the bytecode: every Baf instruction is
then converted to the corresponding bytecode
instruction.
5 Optimizations
We have implemented a set of traditional scalar optimizations. They are described in [2], [19], and
[3], and consist of:
constant propagation and folding;
conditional and unconditional branch elimination;
copy propagation;
dead assignment and unreachable code elimination;
expression aggregation.

Based on our framework we plan to add further optimizations such as common sub-expression
elimination and loop invariant removal. For best
effect these optimizations need side-effect analysis, and two varieties of side-effect analysis are currently being developed.
At the heart of whole program optimization for
object oriented languages is the call graph. The call
graph contains information about the possible targets of virtual method calls. In general, a call graph
with more precision enables more effective whole
program optimization of an application. We have 3
methods for constructing the call graph which involve different time/space trade-offs:
class hierarchy analysis[11];
rapid type analysis[5];
variable type analysis[26].
After building the call graph, we currently perform only one optimization: method inlining. We
have also experimented with static method binding,
where virtual dispatches are replaced with static
dispatches, whenever possible. Unfortunately, preliminary results produced slowdowns and are undergoing investigation.
6 Experimental Results
Methodology

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of our
framework, we have optimized a collection of large
Java applications. The experimental results that we
present in this paper are speed ups: the ratio of
original execution time to the execution time after an application has been processed with Soot.
All experiments were performed on dual 400Mhz
Pentium II machines running GNU/Linux, with
the blackdown release of Linux JDK1.2 pre-release
version 11 . Execution times were measured by taking the best of five runs on an unloaded machine,
and we report results for both the interpreter and the
JIT compiler. All executions were verified for correctness by comparing the output of the modified
program to the output of the original application.
Although not built for speed, Soot is very usable;
optimizing class files averages about 2.5 times the
execution time of javac to compile them.
1 http://www.blackdown.org

The benchmarks used consist of the
SPECjvm982 suite, plus two additional applications, each performing two different runs. The
benchmarks sablecc-j and sablecc-w are runs of
the SableCC[22] compiler compiler, and soot-c
and soot-j are benchmarks based on an older
version of Soot. Figure 6 consists of benchmark
characteristics and speed-up results. As indicated
by the figure, all of the benchmarks have nontrivial execution times, and are reasonably sized
applications, represented by thousands of Jimple
statements. We also include, as a benchmark
characteristic, the speed-up obtained by using
the JIT over the interpreter. Note that the four
benchmarks that we have added to the JVM98
Suite are not sped up by the JIT nearly as much as
the others, and clearly have different performance
bottlenecks.
We present three columns of speed up results,
which result from processing the application classfiles in different ways:
: Processes the files through Soot without attempting to optimize them. The ideal result is 1.00.
-O: Performs our set of intraprocedural optimizations on each method in isolation.
-W: Transforms all the application class files
and performs whole program optimizations. Essentially, class hierarchy analysis is used to build
the call graph, and then ilining is performed. Then
-O is performed on each method, exploiting the optimization opportunities that inlining may have exposed.
Observations

: Currently, processing class files with Soot,
without performing any optimizations does not
produce bytecode of the same caliber as the original bytecode. As mentioned in section 4.3, the current technique used to generate code from Grimp
may introduce redundant loads and stores. This is
particularly problematic with 201 compress, because redundant loads and stores are introduced
into a critical loop. Interestingly, the JIT is unaffected by the verbose code; this suggests that it
performs some form of copy propagation after it
has converted the bytecode to register code.
-O: Turning on intraprocedural optimizations
manages to produce files which have nearly identical execution time as the originals. Since these
are scalar optimizations that are orthogonal to the
2 http://www.spec.org/

# Jimple
Stmts

201 compress
202 jess
205 raytrace
209 db
213 javac
222 mpegaudio
227 mtrt
228 jack
sablecc-j
sablecc-w
soot-c
soot-j

3562
13697
6302
3639
26656
15244
6307
13234
25344
25344
39938
39938

Base Execution
JIT Int./JIT

Int.
441s
109s
125s
229s
135s
374s
129s
144s
45s
70s
85s
184s

67s
48s
54s
130s
68s
54s
57s
61s
30s
38s
49s
126s

6.6
2.3
2.3
1.8
2.0
6.9
2.3
2.4
1.5
1.8
1.7
1.5

Speed up:

Speed up: -O

Speed up: -W

Int.
0.86
0.97
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.94
0.99
0.99
0.98
1.00
0.98
0.98

Int.
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.01
1.00
0.99
1.00
0.99
0.99
1.00
0.98
0.99

Int.
0.98
1.03
1.08
1.00
1.01
0.96
1.07
1.00
1.00
0.98
1.03
1.02

JIT
0.97
0.99
0.99
1.03
1.01
0.97
1.01
0.97
1.01
1.00
0.99
0.99

JIT
1.00
0.98
0.97
1.02
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.99
1.01
1.00
0.99

JIT
1.21
1.03
1.10
1.03
1.00
1.05
1.10
0.98
1.04
1.04
0.96
1.01

Figure 6: Benchmark characteristics and speed-up results.
, -O and -W represent no optimizations,
intraprocedural optimizations, and whole program optimizations, respectively. The programs were executed
on a 400Mhz dual Pentium II machine running GNU/Linux with Linux JDK1.2, pre-release version 1.

elimination of the redundant loads and stores, we
expect that -O will produce a net speed up of 23% when our Baf optimizations are ready. Perhaps
the effect will be greater for 201 compress, since
the scalar optimizations seem to compensate for a
slowdown of .14 due to redundant loads and stores.
On 201 compress the optimizations have practically no effect on the JIT, suggesting that the JIT is
already performing these optimizations. In general,
intraprocedural optimizations have very little effect
on Java bytecode, which is what we expect, given
that our current intraprocedural optimizations can
only work on scalar operations which are relatively
inexpensive.
-W: Performing whole program optimizations
does produce significant speed ups. In general, the
effect of devirtualization and of inlining is more
pronounced under the JIT than the interpreter, due
to the increased relative cost of virtual dispatches,
and the fact that larger method bodies are available
to the JIT optimizer. This is particularly noticeable for 201 compress for which inlining yields no
speed up under the interpreter, but exhibits a 21%
speed up under the JIT. soot-j illustrates the danger
of code expansion with JIT compilers, as inlining
produces more code which must be translated by
the JIT without incurring any speed benefits.
7 Related Work
Related work falls into five different categories:

Bytecode optimizers: There are only 2 Java tools
that we are aware of which perform significant optimizations on bytecode and produce
new class files: Cream[6] and Jax[28]. Cream
performs optimizations such as loop invariant
removal and common sub-expression elimination using a simple side effect analysis. Only
extremely small speed-ups (1% to 3%) are reported, however. The main goal of Jax is application compression where, for example, unused methods and fields are removed, and the
class hierarchy is compressed. They also are
interested in speed optimizations, but at this
time their current published speed up results
are more limited than those presented in this
paper. It would be interesting, in the future,
to compare the results of the three systems on
the same set of benchmarks.
Bytecode annotators: Tools of this category analyze bytecode and produce new class files
with annotations which convey information to
the virtual machine on how to execute the
bytecode faster. We are aware of one such
system[4] which passes register allocation information to a JIT compiler in this manner.
They obtain speed-ups between 17% to 41%
on a set of four scientific benchmarks.
Bytecode manipulation tools: There are a number
of Java tools which provide frameworks for
manipulating bytecode: JTrek[16], Joie[7],

Bit[17] and JavaClass[15]. These tools are
constrained to manipulating Java bytecode in
their original form, however. They do not provide convenient intermediate representations
such as Baf, Jimple or Grimp for performing
analyses or transformations.
Java application packagers: There are a number
of tools to package Java applications, such as
Jax[28], DashO-Pro[9] and SourceGuard[25].
Application packaging consists of code compression and/or code obfuscation. Although
we have not yet applied Soot to this application area, we have plans to implement this
functionality as well.
Java native compilers: The tools in this category take Java applications and compile them
to native executables. These are related because they all are forced to build 3-address
code intermediate representations, and some
perform significant optimizations. The simplest of these is Toba[21] which produces unoptimized C code and relies on GCC to produce the native code. Slightly more sophisticated, Harissa[20] also produces C code but
performs some method devirtualization and
inlining first. The most sophisticated systems are Vortex[10] and Marmot[13]. Vortex is a native compiler for Cecil, C++ and
Java, and contains a complete set of optimizations. Marmot is also a complete Java optimization compiler and is SSA based. Each of
these systems include their customized intermediate representations for dealing with Java
bytecode, and produce native code directly.
There are also numerous commercial Java native compilers, such as the IBM (R) High
Performance Compiler for Java, Tower Technology’s TowerJ[29], and SuperCede[27], but
they have very little published information.
The intention of our work is to provide a publically available infrastructure for bytecode
optimization. The optimized bytecode could
be used as input to any of these other tools.
8 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented Soot, a framework for optimizing Java bytecode. Soot consists of three intermediate representations (Baf, Jimple & Grimp), transformations between these IRs, and a set of optimizations on these intermediate representations.

Our contributions in this paper are the intermediate representations, the transformations between
the intermediate representations, and a comprehensive set of speed up results of processing class files
through Soot with an increasing level of optimization.
We are encouraged by our results so far, and we
have found that the Soot APIs have been effective
for a variety of tasks including the optimizations
presented in this paper.
We are actively engaged in further work on Soot
on many fronts. Baf-level optimizations are being pursued for eliminating the redundant loads
and stores. We are also completing the set of basic traditional optimizations by adding side-effect
analyses and optimizations such as loop invariant
removal and common sub expression elimination.
We have also begun the design of an annotation
mechanism.
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